The balanced clutters are the natural extension of the notion of bipartite graphs. Let P be a poset and d ≥ 2 an integer. Ene, Herzog and Mohammadi introduced the balanced clutter C P,d of multichains of lenght d in P and proved that it is Cohen-Macaulay. We prove that the cover ideal of C P,d admits x i -splitting, determining a recursive formula for its Betti numbers. As a consequence we recover a result of Francisco, Hà and Van Tuyl on the cover ideal of Cohen-Macaulay bipartite graphs. Moreover we prove a Betti splitting result for the Alexander dual of Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complexes. Interesting examples are given.
Introduction
Edge ideals of graphs have been introduced by Villareal in [26] and studied by many authors (see for instance [8] , [10] , [24] , [25] , [26] ). In recent years the interest focused also on the more general notion of clutter (see for instance [17] , [23] , [24] , [27] ). Edge ideals are defined as follows. Let K be a field and G a graph on n vertices. Identify the vertices of G with the variables of the polynomial ring R = K[x 1 , . . . , x n ]. The edge ideal of G is the ideal I(G) ⊆ R generated by monomials x i x j , provided {i, j} is an edge of G. We say that a graph G is Cohen-Macaulay if R/I(G) is Cohen-Macaulay.
The most studied class of graphs is the class of bipartite graphs. This is due to their nice combinatorial and algebraic properties. The natural extension of bipartite graphs are balanced clutters, essentially introduced by Stanley in [22] . In [13] Herzog and Hibi characterized all Cohen-Macaulay bipartite graphs G, showing that a bipartite graph is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if it can be associated to a poset P under a suitable construction. In a recent paper [6] Ene, Herzog and Mohammadi extended this construction introducing the clutter C P,d , for each integer d ≥ 2 and describing the maps in the resolution of the cover ideal I(C P,d ) * .
Preliminaries
Let K be a field, S = K[x 1 , . . . , x n ], I ⊆ S an homogeneous ideal. Denote by β ij (I) = dim K T or i (I, K) j the graded Betti numbers of I and by β i (I) = j∈N β i,j (I) the total i-th Betti numbers of I. If I is generated in degree d we say that I has a d-linear resolution if β i,i+j (M ) = 0 for each i ∈ N and j = d. Denote by supp(m) the set of variables dividing a monomial m and by G(I) the minimal system of monomial generators of a monomial ideal I. If I is a monomial squarefree ideal, denote by I * its Alexander dual ideal (see for instance [12] ). Definition 2.1. Let I, J and K be monomial ideals such that I = J + K and G(I) is the disjoint union of G(J) and G(K). Then J + K is a Betti splitting of I if β i,j (I) = β i,j (J) + β i,j (K) + β i−1,j (J ∩ K), for all i, j ∈ N.
Let I, J, K be monomial ideals such that I = J + K, G(I) = G(J) ∪ G(K) and G(J) ∩ G(K) = ∅. In [9, Corollary 2.4] Francisco, Hà and Van Tuyl proved that if J and K have a linear resolution, then I = J + K is a Betti splitting. We use this result extensively in the paper. In some cases we focus our attention in a special splitting of a monomial ideal I. Let J be the ideal generated by all monomials of G(I) divided by a variable x i and let K be the ideal generated by the remaining monomials of G(I). If I = J + K is a Betti splitting, we call I = J + K a x i -splitting of I.
Definition 2.2.
A clutter C on a vertex set V (C) is a family E(C) of subsets of V (C) called edges such that if e 1 and e 2 are distinct edges of C then e 1 ⊆ e 2 . The clutter C is d-uniform if all edges have exactly d vertices.
Note that in the case d = 2 the previous definition is the definition of graph and that in literature clutters are also known as simple hypergraphs. We identify the vertex set V (C) = [n] of a clutter with the set of variables of the polynomial ring S. To each edge e ∈ C we associate a squarefree monomial m e = x i ∈e x i . The edge ideal of the clutter C is defined by I(C) := (m e |e ∈ E(C)).
We call C Cohen-Macaulay if S/I(C) is Cohen-Macaulay. The Alexander dual of the edge ideal I(C) * is called the cover ideal of C.
Note that if d = 2, the previous definition is the definition of bipartite graph.
Denote by |A| the cardinality of a set A. Let (P, ≤) = {p 1 , . . . , p n } be a finite poset. We label each element of P so that if p i < p j then i < j. A subset C ⊆ P is called a chain of P if C is a totally ordered subposet with respect to the induced order. A multichain of lenght d of P is a chain
A poset ideal α in P is a subset of P with the following property: given q ∈ α and an element p ∈ P such that p ≤ q then p ∈ α. Denote by I(P ) the set of all poset ideals of P . Let p 1 , . . . , p k elements of P we denote by < p 1 , . . . , p k > the smallest poset ideal containing p 1 , . . . , p k . Let M ax(P ) := {p ∈ P | there is no q ∈ P s.t. p < q}.
By our labeling convention p n ∈ M ax(P ).
Let P be a poset and d ∈ N, d ≥ 2. We give the construction of a Cohen-Macaulay balanced clutter
be the vertex set and R = K[x ij ] 1≤i≤d 1≤j≤n the polynomial ring on N = nd variables. The clutter C P,d is the clutter on V with edges defined by
Then by construction C P,d is balanced. Note that for d = 2 this is exactly the construction of a bipartite graph starting from a poset P given by Herzog and Hibi, see [12] , [13] . 
Denote by I d (P ) the set of all poset multideals of degree d in P . In the case d = 2, a poset multideal is simply a poset ideal and then I 2 (P ) = I(P ).
Let α be a poset multideal of degree d in P. We define the monomial
Each monomial u α is generated in degree n = |P |. The ideal H P,d is defined by
From now on we denote by H P,d the ideal I(C P,d ) * . By [6, Theorem 2.4] H P,d has linear quotients, hence R/I(C P,d ) is Cohen-Macaulay.
The recursive formula
In this section we prove a recursive formula for the Betti numbers of H P,d , extending a recent result due to Francisco, Hà and Van Tuyl [9, Theorem 3.8] .
Denote by ψ =< p n > the poset ideal generated by p n ∈ M ax(P ). Define I(P, p n ) := {α ∈ I(P )|p n ∈ α}.
Note that I(P, p n ) = ∅, since P ∈ I(P, p n ). Each α ∈ I(P, p n ) is of the form α = ψ ∪ β such that β ∈ I(P \ ψ). Then |I(P, p n )| = |I(P \ ψ)|. Let k ≥ |ψ| be an integer. Define I(P, p n ) ≤k := {α ∈ I(P, p n ) s.t |α| ≤ k}; I(P, p n ) k := {α ∈ I(P, p n ) s.t |α| = k}.
Note that ψ ∈ I(P, p n ) ≤k , for each k ≥ |ψ|. Then I(P, p n ) ≤k = ∅ for each k ≥ |ψ|. Clearly I(P, p n ) ≤n = I(P, p n ).
For each α ∈ I(P, p n ), we define the ideal
By [6, Theorem 2.4] J α has a n-linear resolution for each α ∈ I(P, p n ).
Our main result is a recursive formula for the Betti numbers of H P,d .
Theorem 3.1. Let P = {p 1 , . . . , p n } be a finite poset, d ≥ 2 an integer, p n ∈ M ax(P ). Then H P,d admits x d,n -splitting and
where
With the previous notations, we prove some technical results.
Since y ∈ α, it suffices to prove that y ∈ β i . In particular y ∈ α \ ∪ 1≤j≤i−1 (β j ). Since x ∈ β i and β i is a poset ideal of α \ ∪ 1≤j≤i−1 (β j ), then y ∈ β i . The proof for γ is the same. Then
Finally we prove 3. We have
By part 2. and since (P \ α) ∪ (P \ β) = P \ (α ∩ β), we get the result. Proposition 3.3. Let P be a poset, α ∈ I(P, p n ) and {I α,j } 1≤j≤t a family of distinct monomial squarefree ideals of the form I α,j = x dk j J α , where variables x dk j ∈ K[x dk ] 1≤k≤d . Then the ideal t j=1 I α,j has a (n + 1)-linear resolution. Moreover
Proof. We prove first that t j=1 I α,j has a (n+1)-linear resolution. Notice that
t j=1 I α,j has a (n + 1)-linear resolution, since J α has a n-linear resolution, for every positive integer t.
To prove the formula we proceed by induction on t. If t = 1 we are done, since
Suppose the result true for t. Consider the following splitting of
j=1 I α,j is generated in one degree and x dk t+1 = x dk for 1 ≤ k ≤ t. By [9, Corollary 2.4] the splitting above is a Betti splitting, since t j=1 I α,j and I α,t+1 have both (n + 1)-linear resolution. Then
Then, by inductive hypothesis
With the previous notations we prove the following key result.
Proposition 3.4. Let P be a poset and k ≥ |ψ| an integer. Let C ⊆ I(P, p n ) k+1 . Then the ideal J = α∈C∪I(P,pn) ≤k J α has linear quotients. In particular it has a n-linear resolution.
Proof. We proceed by induction on |C|. Assume first |C| = 0. We prove by induction on k ≥ |ψ| that the ideal J ≤k = α∈I(P,pn) ≤k J α has linear quotients. First consider k = |ψ|. By [6, Theorem 2.4] H ψ,d−1 has linear quotients then J ≤k = J ψ has linear quotients. Suppose the result true for k. Let J ≤k+1 = J ≤k + α∈I(P,pn) k+1 J α . The ideal J ≤k has linear quotients by inductive hypothesis. Let I(P, p n ) k+1 = {α 1 , . . . , α h }. There is a total order on G(J ≤k+1 ). In fact, since J ≤k , J α 1 , . . . , J α h have linear quotients, there is an induced total order on G(J ≤k ) and G(J α i ), for each 1 ≤ i ≤ h.
Let first u ∈ G(J k+1 ) \ G(J ≤k ). By [12, Corollary 8.2.4 ] it suffices to prove that for each m ∈ G(J ≤k ) there are a variable x q such that q ∈ supp(m) \ supp(u) and a monomial w ∈ G(J ≤k ) such that supp(w)\supp(u) = {q}. By definition u ∈ G(J α i ), for some 1
Since m ∈ G(J ≤k ) there is α ∈ I(P, p n ) ≤k such that m ∈ G(J α ). Since α = α i , there is p q ∈ M ax(α i ) and p q ∈ P \ α. We prove that the monomial
has the required properties.
Clearly the variable x dq divides m but does not divide u.
Let now m ∈ G(J k+1 ) such that m u, m = u. Assume m ∈ G(α i ). Since J α i has linear quotients, the result follows by [12, Corollary 8.2.4] . Suppose m ∈ G(α k ), such that k < i. The first part of the proof works also in this case, since α i = α k The inductive step is straightforward. Suppose |C| = r + 1 and the result true for r. We choose an element β ∈ C. Let D = C \ {β}. Then J = α∈D∪I(P,pn) ≤k J α + J β . By inductive hypothesis α∈D∪I(P,pn) ≤k J α has linear quotient. With a similar argument to the previous one we conclude.
where r α = |M ax(α)| − 1 is the cardinality of R α = {γ ∈ I(P, p n ) |α|−1 s.t γ ⊆ α}.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k. If k = |ψ| then I(P, p n ) ≤k = {ψ}, r ψ = 0 and we are done. Let k > |ψ| and α ∈ I(P, p n ) k . Consider the splitting γ∈I(P,pn) ≤k
Note that
By Proposition 3.4 γ∈I(P,pn) ≤k J α has a n-linear resolution. Since J α has a n-linear resolution too, by [9, Corollary 2.4] the splitting above is a Betti splitting. We claim that
Let γ ∈ I(P, p n ) ≤k such that γ = α. Note that M ax(α) ∩ M ax(γ) = {p n }. In fact let x ∈ M ax(α) ∩ M ax(γ), x = p n . By definition x ≤ p n and x ≥ p n . Then < x > ∩ < p n > would be a poset ideal containing p n strictly smaller than < p n >, a contradiction.
We prove (1) proving that only summands J α ∩ J γ such that γ ∈ R α are essential. Since |γ| ≤ |α|, there is p sγ ∈ M ax(α) \ M ax(γ) = ∅. Since p n ∈ M ax(γ), then p sγ = p n . Moreover since p sγ / ∈ M ax(γ), by M ax(α) ∩ M ax(γ) = {p n }, then p sγ / ∈ γ. Then the poset ideal α \ {p sγ } is an element of I(P,
One has r α = |R α | = |M ax(α)| − 1 by construction, since we can choose
By Proposition 3.4 we can repeat the proof for each α ∈ I(P, p n ) k to get
By definition one has
. Clearly all the ideals {x dqγ J α } γ∈Rα are distinct by construction and are squarefree since p q ∈ α. By inductive hypothesis and Proposition 3.3 we conclude.
Now we are able to prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We prove that
By [6, Theorem 2.4] H P \{pn},d has a (n − 1)-linear resolution. Then x d,n H P \{pn},d has a n-linear resolution and β i (x d,n H P \{pn},d ) = β i (H P \{pn},d ), for each i ≥ 0. By Proposition 3.4 the ideal α∈I(P,pn) J α has a n-linear resolution. We have G(
is generated in one degree and x dn = x dk , for 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. By [9, Corollary 2.4], the splitting above is a x d,nsplitting. By Lemma 3.2
By Proposition 3.5 one has
Using the same formula for β i−1 α∈I(P,pn) J α we get the result. The splitting formula can be simplified if P has a unique maximal element. Corollary 3.6. Let P be a poset with a unique maximal element p n and let d ≥ 2 be an integer. Then
Proof. By assumption < p n >= P is the unique element in I(P, p n ). The splitting formula follows immediately by Theorem 3.1.
From Theorem 3.1 we recover a result in [9] . Let G be a graph and x ∈ V (G) a vertex. Denote by N (x) = {v ∈ V (G)|vx ∈ E(G)} the set of neighbor vertices of x in G.
Corollary 3.7. ([9, Theorem 3.8]) Let G be a Cohen-Macaulay bipartite graph, where V (G) = {x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y n } and N (y n ) = {x i 1 , . . . , x is , x n }. Consider the graphs G 1 = G−{x n , y n } and G 2 = G−{x i 1 , y i 1 , . . . , x is , y is , x n , y n }. Then G 1 and G 2 are Cohen-Macaulay bipartite graphs and
Proof. By the characterization of Cohen-Macaulay bipartite graphs [12, Theorem 9.1.13, Corollary 9.1.14], there exists a poset P = {p 1 , . . . , p n } such that ∆ P,2 = G. By our labeling convention, p n ∈ M ax(P ). Setting ψ =< p n >= {p i 1 , . . . , p is , p n }, the poset ideal generated by p n , we have G 1 = C P \{pn},2 and G 2 = C P \ψ,2 . Then G 1 and G 2 are Cohen-Macaulay bipartite graphs. We prove the formula. Since d = 2, we have that J α = H α,2 . Then α∈I(P,pn) J α = H ψ,2 . In fact H α,2 ⊆ H ψ,2 for each α ∈ I(P, p n ), since ψ ⊆ α for each α ∈ I(P, p n ). By Equation (2) in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we get β i (H P,2 ) = β i (H P \{pn},2 ) + β i (H ψ,2 ) + β i−1 (H ψ,2 ). But β i (H ψ,2 ) = β i (H P \ψ,2 ) up to exchange the variables labeled with x with the variables labeled with y. Since H P \{pn},2 = I(C P \{pn},2 ) * = I(G 1 ) * and H P \ψ,2 = I(C P \ψ,2 )
Betti splitting for Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complexes
In this section we present some interesting examples concerning Betti splittings of Alexander dual ideals of Cohen Macaulay simplicial complexes. By [4, Theorem 3] such ideals have a linear resolution. For definitions and properties of simplicial complexes see for instance [14] .
In the following example we show an ideal with a linear resolution that does not admit any Betti splitting. In this example we point out also that there is no relation between Betti splitting of the Stanley-Reisner I ∆ and Betti splitting of the Alexander dual ideal I * ∆ of a simplicial complex ∆. 
In particular I * ∆ has 17 minimal generators of degree 5. Using CoCoA [29] it can be shown that do not exist monomial ideals J and K both with linear resolution such that I
In fact the resolution of I ∆ is given by
and the minimal graded free resolutions of J, K and J ∩ K are
Note that this example is somehow related to [9, Question 4.3] , since I * ∆ has characteristic independent resolution.
Provided char(K) = 2, also the Alexander dual ideal I * ∆ of the classical triangulation of the real projective plane ∆ [20] does not admit any Betti splitting. Francisco, Hà and Van Tuyl in [9] showed that I * ∆ does not admit x i -splitting.
Let ∆ be a pure vertex-decomposable complex. By [16, Theorem 2.8,Corollary 2.11] there is a variable x i such that I * ∆ admits x i -splitting. It is natural to ask if vertex-decomposability assumption can be replaced by a weaker one.
We recall a classical notion in combinatorics. A non-evasive simplicial complex is collapsible [15] . A simplicial complex is non-evasive if and only if it admits a perfect discrete Morse-Fourier function in the sense of Engström with exactly one critical cell [7] .
By [1, Theorem 6.2], every vertex-decomposable ball is non-evasive. In the next example we present a non-evasive ball ∆ such that I * ∆ does not admit x i -splitting. 
is a Betti splitting of I * ∆ , where ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 are given by the following facets. 3, 7, 13] , [1, 3, 9, 13] , [1, 5, 7, 11] , [1, 5, 9, 11] , [1, 7, 11, 13] , [1, 9, 11, 13] , [3, 4, 7, 11] , [3, 4, 7, 12] , [3, 7, 11, 14] , [3, 7, 12, 13] , [3, 9, 12, 13] , [4, 7, 11, 12] , [4, 8, 11, 12] , [5, 6, 9, 13] , [5, 6, 9, 14] , [5, 7, 11, 14] , [5, 9, 11, 14] , [5, 9, 12, 13] , [6, 9, 13, 14] , [6, 10, 13, 14] [7, 11, 12, 13] , [9, 11, 13, 14] , [11, 12, 13, 14] }. ,4,8,14] , [2, 4, 10, 14] , [2, 6, 8, 12] , [2, 6, 10, 12] , [2, 8, 12, 14] [2, 10, 12, 14] , [3, 6, 10, 11] , [3, 6, 10, 14] , [3, 10, 11, 14] , [4, 5, 8, 12] , [4, 5, 8, 13] , [4, 8, 13, 14] , [4, 10, 13, 14] , [5, 8, 12, 13] , [6, 8, 11, 12] , [6, 10, 11, 12] , [8, 12, 13, 14] , [10, 11, 12, 14] 
The next notion, introduced by Nagel and Römer in [18] , ensures existence of x i -splitting for the Alexander dual of Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complexes. Notice that Provan and Billera [19] use the same name for a different class of complexes. Every pure vertex-decomposable simplicial complex ∆ is weakly vertex-decomposable [18] . Every weakly vertex-decomposable simplicial complex is Cohen-Macaulay [18, Theorem 3.3] .
Weakly vertex-decomposability is a sufficient condition for a Cohen-Macaulay simplicial complex to admit x i -splitting. ∆ admits x 4 -splitting. In fact I * ∆ = J + K is a Betti splitting, where J = (x 3 x 4 x 5 x 7 , x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5 , x 3 x 4 x 5 x 6 , x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4 , x 1 x 4 x 5 x 7 , x 1 x 2 x 4 x 7 , x 1 x 4 x 6 x 7 , x 3 x 4 x 6 x 7 ) and K = (x 1 x 5 x 6 x 7 , x 1 x 3 x 5 x 6 , x 1 x 2 x 3 x 6 , x 2 x 3 x 6 x 7 , x 2 x 5 x 6 x 7 ). 
